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WHAT HAPPENED AT FUKUSHIMA 




•  Rarity of Earthquake (last similar one 1200 years 
previously) and Tsunami	

•  Natural vs. Human Causes	

•  MIT Study of Nuclear and Direct Seismic Risks Consistent 
with What Happened	

•  Direct Earthquake and Tsunami Consequences: > 20,000 
dead, broad coastal devastation to 5 km inland, tsunami 
barriers overwhelmed	

•  Large-Scale Evacuation to Hotels and Emergency 
Facilities	

•  No Electricity, Gridlock, Fuel Shortages	

•  Cold Snowy Weather, Many Strong Aftershocks	






Magnitude	   Depth	   Fatali:es	   Earthquake	  
2.2g	   6.3	   5	  km	   166	   2011	  Christchurch	  
1.7g	   6.7	   19	  km	   57	   1994	  California	  
1.26g	   7.1	   10	  km	   0	   2010	  Canterbury	  
1.01g	   6.6	   10	  km	   11	   2007	  Chūetsu	  offshore	  
0.8g	   6.8	   16	  km	   6,434	   1995	  Kobe	  
0.78g	   8.8	   35	  km	   521	   2010	  Chile	  
0.51g	   6.4	   612	   2005	  Zarand	  
0.5g	   9.0	   32	  km	   Unknown	   2011	  Sendai	  (&	  tsunami)	  
0.5g	   7.0	   13	  km	   92,000	   2010	  HaiG	  
0.24g	   6.4	   628	   2004	  Morocco	  
0.18	   9.2	   23	  km	   143	   1964	  Alaska	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~ 15 km radius 
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~ 15 km radius 
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~ 8 km radius 
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Satellite images of Fukushima Daiichi. 
Copyright DigitalGlobe  
12 March 2011 
14 March 2011 
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•  Six Reactors (Mark 1 BWRs, most 780 Mwe) and Fuel Pools	

  Units 1 – 4 grouped together, Units 5 and 6 separated and 
higher	

•  Units 1 – 3 Operating at Full Power	

  Units 4 – 6 shutdown since November 2010	

•  One Common Spent Fuel Pool	






  Moderate population density along coast and inland valleys	

  Among low mountains, nearest population centers: 
Fukushima (30 km, population = 295,000), Sendai (60 km, 
population = 1 million)	
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DAMAGE TO FUKUSHIM DAIICHI 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT	

•  Earthquake Magnitude 9 (0.5 g PGA), Tsunami (height = 
14 m)	

•  Automatic Shutdown of All Operating Reactors and Start 
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STATION BLACKOUT TO ENTIRE SITE (TSUNAMI-
CAUSED 55 MINUTES AFTER EARTHQUAKE)	

•  Loss of Grid Due to Earthquake	

•  Loss of Emergency Backup AC Power Due to Tsunami	

•  Flooding of13 onsite Emergency Diesel Generators 
(EDGs), one survived at units 5 & 6	

•  No Mobile Backup Generators Were Available	

•  Flooding of Emergency Switchgear Sites	

•  Destruction of EDG Fuel Tanks	

•  Site Immediately Inaccessible Except via Sea	

•  Communication to TEPCO HQ Cut Off	

•  Governmental Units Preoccupied with Direct Emergency 
Effects	

•  Damage to Surrounding Civil, Communication, Travel 
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POWER REACTOR AND 
SITE DAMAGE	

•  Broken Piping and Other Equipment, Containment Shell, 
Fuel Pool, Reinforced Concrete Structures Due to 
Earthquake	
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STATION BLACKOUT EFFECTS	

•  All AC Power Lost, Later All DC Power Lost	

•  All Electricity Supported Functions (e.g., pumping, 
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PWR FUEL ASSEMBLY AND CUTAWAY  
OF OXIDE FUEL FOR COMMERCIAL  
LWR POWER PLANTS	

A.V. Nero, Jr., A Guidebook to Nuclear Reactors, 1979. 
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Jet Pump M-Ratio 
= Suction Flow / Drive Flow = 2 
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Mark	  1	  General	  Electric,	  
GE	  BWR	  Containment	  
21	
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Spent Fuel Pool 
Fresh Steam line 
Main Feedwater 
THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INCIDENT 
 1. Plant Design of Unit 1-4	

•  Reactor Service Floor 
(Steel Construction)	






•  Reactor Pressure Vessel	

•  Containment (Dry well)	
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1)  Emergency Core Cooling Systems	





        
Core Spray (for 	
 	





         
Core Injection 	
 	
            
(for LOCA)	
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THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INCIDENT 
 1. Plant Design of Unit 1-4	
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EFFECTS WITHIN REACTOR BUILDING 
(Containing Reactor, Containment Building, Surrounding 
Reactor Building Spaces and Uncontained Spent Fuel Pool)	

•  Fuel Under Cooled While Continually Heated via Fission 
Product Decays	

•  Fuel Partially Uncovered by Water in Reactor Pressure 
Vessels and Pools	

•  Fuel Overheated and Cladding Oxidation Occurred	

•  [Zr (ductile) + H2O  ZrO (brittle) + H2 (explosive) + Heat]	

•  Improvised Cooling Using Seawater Pumped via Fire Trucks 
into Pressure Vessels, Fuel Pools and Containment Pools 
(power unit becomes economic loss)	

•  When Reactor Coolant System was Overpressurized Relief 
Valves Directed Flow to Containment Vapor Suppression 
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EFFECTS WITHIN REACTOR BUILDING 
(Continued)	

•  Later, as Suppression Pools Heated Toward Saturation 
Temperature, Condensation and Scrubbing Ceased and 
Containment Overpressurized	

•  Containment Venting Occurred Manually via Standby Gas 
Treatment System, Not via Duct Leading to Reactor Building 
Vent	

•  Vented H2 Collected at Reactor Building High Point Above 
Refueling Deck and Spent Fuel Pool	

•  H2 Explosion Removed Metal Panels Above Refueling Deck, and 
Exposed Fuel Pool to Open Sky, but Reactor Building Undamaged 
by Explosion (except for explosion within reactor building)	

•  Spent Fuel Pools Lost Water (via leaks and evaporation), 
Exposing Fuel Rods to Air and Steam  Fuel Damage and 
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TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS – GASEOUS PATHWAYS	

•  Fission Products Partially Released from Damaged Fuel	

  Nobel gases (Xe, Kr)	

  Volatile fission products (I, Sr, Cs, Ru, …)	

  Non-volatile fission products retained, but may have been leached 
by water	

•  Flow From Damaged Fuel via Reactor Coolant System to Break or to 
Containment Building	

•  Flow into Containment Building via Vapor Suppression Pool to 
Wetwell, and Sometimes to Drywell	

•  Flow from Reactor Building into Biosphere	

•  Flows According to Current Wind and Precipitation	

  Out to sea (dominant pattern)	

  Over local terrain, with resulting surface and aquatic contamination 
(most radiation levels are consistent with chronic high levels 
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STORAGE STATUS OF SPENT FUEL 
AT FUKUSHIMA-DAIICHI NPS	

•  Approximately 700 Spent Fuel Assemblies 
are Generate Every Year	



























Storage Status of Spent Fuel* (assemblies) 
Approximately 450% of the 
total core capacity of six 
plants 
* as of March 2010 
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TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE 
MATERIALS – AQUATIC PATHWAYS	

•  Soluble Fission Products Released from Damaged Fuel 
into Cooling Water	

•  Flow of Cooling Water into Sea or (later) into Closed 
Cooling System	

•  Flow via Seaborne Currents to NE, Away from Japanese 
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE	

•  Populations Within 20 km Evacuated, with Short Duration 
Return Visits Permitted (USNRC Chairman recommended 
that US nationals within 50 km evacuate)	

•  Others Ordered to Shelter In-Situ	

•  Agricultural Products from Fukushima Region 
Embargoed/Shunned (people, too?)	
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POWER PLANT CLEANUP 
AND RECOVERY	

•  Diagnosis, Using Scouts and Robots	

  Locations, Conditions of Radioactive Materials	

  Degree of Access to Contaminated Plant Sections	

  Locations and Degree of Mechanical Damage and 
Flooding	

•  Processes for Restoring Essential Services	

•  Exploration and Planning for Decommissioning	

•  Removal of Radioactive Materials (mostly damaged fuel 
rods)	

•  Remote, Permanent Storage of Removed Materials	
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THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INCIDENT 
 3. Radiological Releases	
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THE FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI INCIDENT 
 3. Radiological Releases	

•  Outside the Plant site	

  Reactor building mostly intact => reduced release of Aerosols	

  Fission product release in steam => fast Aerosol growth	

  Large fraction of Aerosols deposited in close proximity of plant	

  Main contribution to dose outside plant are the radioactive noble 
gases => No “Fall-out” of the noble gases, so no local high 
contamination of soil	

•  ~20km around the plant	

  Evacuations were adequate	

  Measured dose up to 0.3mSv/h for short times	

  Maybe destruction of crops / dairy products this year	

  Probably no permanent evacuation of land necessary	

•  ~50km around the plant	

  Control of Crop / Dairy products	

  Distribution of Iodine pills, no usage recommended yet 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STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN 
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POLITICAL REACTIONS	

•  Politicians Must Do Something	

  Reconsideration of whether to use nuclear power	






  Ex-Prime Minister Kan	





 Declaration of nuclear emergency level 7 status for 
Fukushima daiichi (same as Chernobyl)	

 Scrapping of nuclear energy expansion policy	













 Responding well at plant, as far as can be judged	

 Plant stabilized & becoming recovered	

 Poor coordination/communication, political interference	
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POLITICAL REACTIONS (continued)	

  Future use of nuclear power in Japan?	

 More fossil fuel use	

 Complex relationship of society, regulator, nuclear 
power operators	

 Appearances are very important, kabuki	











  Germany and Italy flee from nuclear power, Switzerland?	

  Others are staying with it, but requiring political theatre of 
“stress tests”	





  Nuclear power “renaissance” was stalled by 2008 recession	

  Licenses for 35 reactors are in pipeline, four moving forward 
to construction	

  Policies remain to expand use of nuclear power	

  Climate change concerns support nuclear expansion	

•  Asia and Developing Countries	

  Most countries retain policies to expand nuclear power use	
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SAFETY IMPLICATIONS	





  How many reactor per site?	

  Where to site them?	

•  Toleration of Vulnerabilities?	

•  How to Set Acceptable Risk Limits?	
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GETTING SERIOUS ABOUT SPENT 
FUEL HAZARDS?	

•  Spent Fuel Has Been Good for the Anti-Nuclear Lobbies	

•  Has Been Viewed as a Manageable Problem	

•  Limit On-Site Spent Fuel Storage	

•  Development of Interim Storage Facilities	

•  Recognition that Terrestrial Waste Repositories are Only 
Implemented in Long Term	

•  Global Reconsideration of Fuel Cycle Could Lead to 
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SOCIETAL REACTIONS	

•  Less Severe Than with Three Mile Island, Chernobyl	

•  View within Society?	

  Nuclear Power is Not So Scary?	

  Nuclear Power Has Become More Ordinary	
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NUCLEAR POWER  






•  Private or Public?	

•  Many Possibilities Exist, Only a Few Have Been Explored 
So Far	
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